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ONergy and Adhikar Microfinance has impacted over 10,000 households in Odisha by offering financing to 
purchase solar lanterns. This partnership allows ONergy to reach impoverished people with a household 
income of Rs 4,000 -10,000 per month. Villagers were previously spending Rs 100-180 per month on kero-
sene, firewoods and poor quality flashlights to get light during power cuts. They are now using high quality 
solar lighting product ‘Beacon’ which has multiple features and 3 modes of lighting, multipurpose solar 
lanterns to light various activities in the evenings ranging from kids studying, women folk working on income 
generation like garment sewing, toy-making to mobile charging. As ONergy continues to reach more of the 
100,000 
households that MFIs in Odisha serve, its impact in Odisha will continue to grow.

Odisha is a challenging place for businesses and NGOs to work due to its rural location and complex social 
identity. Because its citizens have low household income, they are unable to get loans from banks and lack 
disposable income. It is also difficult for outsiders to communicate with the citizens due to the district’s strong 
cultural local identity. Communities have their own tribal cultures and traditions, and many villages speak 
unique languages or local variations of Oriya. These barriers prevent many businesses from working in the 
district due to the difficulties they have both reaching the area and interacting with those inhabiting it. 

Many parts of Odisha is connected to the electrical grid in spite of its remote location. However, residents com-
plain that power cuts are extremely frequent due to load shedding. The quality of this lighting was poor, caus-
ing children difficulties when studying and damaging their eyes. The kerosene polluted the air when used 
within the household and the low quality lights broke frequently. Women folk had difficulties while cooking in 
such low light and it was a huge health hazard because of the smoke generated from it. Community members 
had limited choice and had to rely on them, until recently when ONergy introduced its household systems  
which solved multipurpose needs of households, small shops, businesses of  villagers in this area. The lantern 
can be handheld or hung on the wall, depending on the need of the user. The Household systems are extremely 
durable, which is important to the people of the area because they’ve faced problems with cheap, breakable 
products in the past.
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